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Biographical Note

HW (Heywood Walter) Seton Karr, an officer in the Gordon Highlanders, was also an
artist, traveler and big game hunter. During his lifetime he published several books on
his travels. Those relating to Alaska include:
SHORES AND ALPS OF ALASKA (London: Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington; Chicago: A. C. McClurg & Co., 1887)

TEN YEARS TRAVEL & SPORT IN FOREIGN LANDS, OR, TRAVELS IN THE EIGHTIES (London: Chapman & Hall, 1890)

BEAR-HUNTING IN THE WHITE MOUNTAINS; OR, ALASKA AND BRITISH COLUMBIA REVISITED (London: Chapman and Hall, Limited, 1891)

Inventory

001: Swedish Peasants
002: Salmon for export shipment between Torneo Harbor.
003: Waal, June 17, 87. The Oulu R. leaving the Oulujarvi, or Great Oulu Lake, looking down the river.
004: Looking N. from the Pujo Hill Kuopeo.
005: The Church of Torneo. N. Finland. Russia. HWSK. 1.6.87.
006: Niskoski June 14, 87. The Oulu River quilting the Lake.
007: Midnight sun at Torneo. June 87.
008: Neiborg, Finland.
009: One of the Natives.
010: Islands in the Gulf of Bothnia.
011: The Ferry over the Kemi River, N. Finland.
012: Salmon traps, Kemi.
013: Sketches in Alaska. [Map].
014: Near Nanaimo. Vancouver Island.
015: A peak of the Rockies. C.P.R.
016: [Body of water with ice bergs and mountains in background.]
017: Crossing the Selkirks near Beaver.
018: A Glacier from the deck of the steamer, in the Inland Passage.
019: We cross the Eagle Pass on a trolley.
020: A mountain in The Kicking Horse.
021: Rooms to Let (On the C.P.R.).
022: The Devils Lake (On the C.P.R.).
023: A halt between the canons [canyons] of the Thompson & Frazer.
024: A scene in the Inland Passage.
025: Sitka & Mt. Edgecumbe from Indian R.
026: S. side Loring: Revillagigedo Island.
027: The approach to Sitka.
028: Departure Bay, Nanaimo.
029: Indian women on the landing, Sitka.
030: The Treadwell gold mills, Juneau, Alaska.
031: The Indian come along side.
032: Menu of the dinner at Nu-Ah-Sow’s Restaurant, Sitka on July 4th Dominion Day.
033 The Paymaster (W. Calvert) does not like the looks of Pacific Ocean.
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034: Mr. Baker of the Hotel Sitka, Alaska.
035: Taku Inlet & We approach Lynn Canal and Juneau City.
036: W. Sitka
038: West side of Lynn Canal.
039: How the trees grow in Alaska.
040: A young blacktail.
041: Ogden buys young Pete the bear for 7 ½ dollars
042: The Ancon.
043: E side Lynn Canal.
044: Fort Wrangel. [Wrangell]
045: Visconte de la Riviera 2 m. de la Sablick. H.M Higurbotham.
046: Sitka from the Sound
047: Juneau City & Gastineau Ch.
048: [Mountains]
049: Juneau.
050: We kill 8 deer on Kruzoff Is. – two of the does.
051: Juneau
052: Church at Kodiak
053: Cheniga, Oct 3.
054: Mt. St. Elias (20,000) from Yakutat.
055: Nanaimo looking E from Departure Bay.
056: Kodiak, the wharf.
057: Wood Masks of a Yakutat Shawaan.
058: Dome Peak.
059: Trading Post at Nuckuk
060: Ciff near Nuskek.
061: The Indians frachis [fracas] in a hydah [Haida canoe] for the Regatta at Sitka on July 4th. We camp on Kruzoff Is.
062: Mt. Edgecomb from the same, looking s.w.
063: E.Side
064: The head of Lynn Canal.
065: Martin Point, the Ind. [Indian] Village.
066: Loring, Revilla Gigedo Island.
067: [Portrait of a man]
068: [Portrait of a man]
069: At Juneau City. A young bear of five dollars.
071: Passing through Salisbury Sound to the open sea.
072: The clouds lift a little as we pass abreast of La Perouse. C. Spenser.
073: The Head of Yakatat Bay from the centre of the Bay, Aug 9, 86. Seton-Karr
074: [Man and boy in canoe.]
075: [Boy with stick]
076: While I bath in the sea, the dog jumps in and kills a Dog–salmon, which he drags to shore. Nuskek, 7.9.86.
077: Lower left jaw of a dog-salmon, Nuskek, P.W.S. Aug. 86.
079: [Adult with Child]
080: Andrew & Pete
082: One of our Indians (Martin PE).
084: A Yakutat Medicine-Man.
085: Mount Saint Elias (range) from the westward near Cape Suckling. (3 ½ under)
086: One of our Yakutat packers.
087: St. Elias from Icy Bay.
088: Mount Vancouver, from Yakutat.
089: The massed moraines at the junction of the Tyndall and Great Guyot Glaciers looking W. Scene near Mount Saint Elias.
090: Mt. St. Elias from Yakutat Indian Village.
091: Selt- Shoo, a boy of Oodiak, Alaska, thus clad he crossed a pass in winter.
092: Indian Village Port Mulgrave Yakatat Bay with the only inhabitant (a dog).
094: Doctor’s mask from Yakutat.
095: Lt. F. Schawatka looking for the lost 3rd camp. The commander worn down to skin & bones.
096: The Medicine Man or Shawaan, Yakatat. Aug. 5. 86.
097: The lower range at Yakatat Bay. The head of Yakatat for the traders.
099: Icy Bay (25 m) from 7000 ft.
100: A sketch in Prince William Sound.
101: W. point of Icy Bay from schooner Three Brothers, Aug 10, 86.
102: The summit of Fairweather.
103: Mt. Cook, from the Great Agassiz Glacier.
104: Prince William Sound.
105: Nushek – the Russian Church.
106: Medicine Man.
107: Jaw of “dog” salmon from Nuchuk.
108: An Alaskan Indian Halibut Hook.
109: Jones [Alsek] River, Chainx Hills & Agassiz & Guyot Glaciers. We reach a large river start for St. Elias July 19. 86.
110: View in the delta of the Copper R.
112: How the trees grow in Alaska.
113: Estuary of the Copper River.
114: Mount Vancouver.
115: Watching the surf.
116: The packers passing under an ice-bridge on the Guyot Glacier.
117: July 22nd. We can find no way across the ice lake & through the seracs & camp on the glacier.
118: Looking over Tyndall Glacier towards Mounts Cook & Vancouver.
120: An arm of Lake Gastani gorged with ice – note sized of figures on seracs of glacier.
122: Aug. 21: 7:30 P.M. Dusk. The mouth of the Copper River from our camp on an
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island in the estuary. N.B. the outlines in the distance of this top be softer.

123: Aug 13. 12 midday we reach Kayak. The sea otters rocks. 8 sea otters caught last winter with nets.

124: Mt. Cook form Tyndall Glacier. HWSK.

125: Our chief packer, Yeet-shwoo-doo-ko’ok “Yums” Exp. to St. Elias, 1886.

126: Kayak I. Barbos, the Russian dog, tries to pull the young bear off his box by his rope.


128: Nuskek harbour & Prince William Sound from 5000ft over sea.

129: The W. flanks of Elias looking W. from the camp on the shore of Icy Bay.


131: A native Indian of Oodiak Alaska by H.W.S.K.

132: From Chenega – the mainland of the Peninsula.

133: The trading post, Nuchuk, Prince William Sound Alaska.

134: Oct 24. We have a fair wind at 7 a.m. We skirt the Kenai Pen. 20 m. W. of A. Lukly [Luckily] a glacier is dimly visible this the mist. 8 a.m. 21.10.86.

135: [Bird on the back of a goat.]

136: Scene at Nuchuk., P.W. Sound. Wild geese and Indian bidars.

137: Nushek, the Russian Church. 18.9.86.

138: Kayak, Island. 13.8.86.

139: We paddle up the W. coast of Nushik, Aug. 24.

140: Bay where the Ind. Mummies are 4 m. E. of Cheniga looking E. from Cheniga. Oct. 20, 86.

141: Davidson Glacier, Alaska.


143: From near Kaiak [Kayak].

144: Karlusha (Russ) [Russian] Aug 23. he of the salmon, see diary.

145: West Shore of Copper River delta central Alaska, from camp. Aug 22. 86. 5 a.m.

146: Nushek – The Russian Church.

147: The entrance to the Bay, Nuchuk, Aug 24. 86.

148: A snow shoe of the Cooper River Indian.


150: The schooner Kodiak at the wharf, St. Paul, Kodiak, Alaska, day of the murder. Nov 1, 1886.

151: In Prince William Sound 15

152: Knights Island, Prince William Sound, from 5 m. N. of Cheniga.

153: Kersunk Our Tlinkit [Tlingit] Interpreter.

154: Mt. Saint Ellis. HW Seton-Karr. 1885.

155: Near discovery of a new glacier reaching the Pacific Ocean, Cape Suckling, Alaska - one of the largest glaciers outside the artic, named by Mr. Seton Karr, The Great Bering Glacier & so called on the maps.

156: Prince William Sound